 •  Identify at least one argument .   

•  Outline the premises and conclusion of your argument.   

•  Assess your argument on the following three levels: is your argument (1) good or bad,  (2) valid or invalid, and (3) strong or weak. Explain how you came to your assessments.  

For quite some time the exposure to alcohol advertising has had a major impact on our culture as a whole. Ads that are controversial and suggestive continue to influence our alcohol consumption. Although it seems appropriate to say that advertising alcohol would lead to an increase in alcohol consumption, there are studies that suggest quite the opposite. A study by the Federal Trade Commission found that there is "no reliable basis to conclude that alcohol advertising significantly affects consumption, let alone abuse" (Crawford, 1985). In fact the founding Director of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism pointed out that "There is not a single study - not one study in the United States or internationally - that credibly connects advertising with an increase in alcohol use or abuse”(Chafetz,1998). But when asked the question most people would think that in fact it does.  Nonetheless, a U.S. federal court upheld a ban on advertising in the state of Mississippi in the 1980s, partly on the grounds that "sufficient reasons existed to believe that advertising and consumption were linked" (Trauth & Huffman, 1987), though it is very doubtful that such an outcome could be obtained today at the federal level.

In the U.S., there has also been a great deal of concern that minority youth are exposed to a much higher level of alcohol advertising. CAMY even argued that the increased visibility of black actors and African-American-oriented programming on television, a long-time goal of civil rights groups, was exacerbating the problem. For example, researchers estimated that radio stations with a heavily African American youth audience aired 56% more ads for hard liquor than those with a primarily white youth listenership.
The alcohol industry has been no stranger to the African American population either. The problem with alcohol advertising to specific targeted groups, is still growing and in full effect. Author Cui (2000), suggests that, “the increasing population and growing income of ethnic minorities, particularly African Americans, have made them an attractive target market.” Community leaders and activist have addressed many concerns about the way the alcohol industry has promoted and marketed its products. 
